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Abstract

The positioning accuracy with good GNSS observation can easily reach centimetre level, supported by advanced GNSS technologies. However, it is still a challenge to offer a robust GNSS based positioning solution in a GNSS degraded area. The concept of GNSS shadow matching has been proposed to enhance the GNSS based position accuracy in city canyons, where the nearby high buildings block parts of the GNSS radio frequency (RF) signals. However, the results rely on the accuracy of the utilized ready-made 3D city model. In this paper, we investigate a solution to generate a GNSS shadow mask with mobile laser scanning (MLS) cloud data. The solution includes removal of noise points, determining the object which only attenuated the RF signal and extraction of the highest obstruction point, and eventually angle calculation for the GNSS shadow mask generation. By analysing the data with the proposed methodology, it is concluded that the MLS point cloud data can be used to extract the GNSS shadow mask after several steps of processing to filter out the hanging objects and the plantings without generating the accurate 3D model, which depicts the boundary of GNSS signal coverage more precisely in city canyon environments compared to traditional 3D models.

1. Introduction

GNSS plays an important role in current navigation applications in a pervasive way. However, the accuracy and availability of such solutions in city canyons are a well-known problem, which has attracted researchers’ attention in the last few decades. Since currently the urbanization level in developed countries is more than 80 percent and about 50 percent worldwide, the majority of positioning demands are, thus, requested from urban areas. Therefore, augmented solutions helping positioning and navigation in city canyons are obviously needed. The main cause of degraded performance of GNSS in the city canyons is that tall buildings block direct radio signal path from the GNSS to users. Part or even full GNSS observations are missed because of the GNSS shadow cast by the buildings nearby. As a result, the availability and accuracy of positioning are not always guaranteed.

However, GNSS shadow information can be calculated, if 3D city model information is available by applying 3D ray tracing technique [1] to GNSS signals to analyse line of sight (LOS) in the city canyon. The shadow matching concept was first published in 2004 by Tiberius and Verbree [2]. A corresponding GNSS shadow match technique has been evaluated and proved its capability of refining the positioning accuracy by many research groups recently [1–13], especially, researchers from Britain: they proposed the idea and simulated the urban canyon case with multiple GNSS constellations scenario [3] and utilized the 3D city model of London to verify the idea [4, 5] with visibility scoring algorithm [4] to achieve optimized positioning results in London.
Such technology was also to be investigated in Finland [8], United States [9–11], Canada [12], and Taiwan [13]. The major advantage of the shadow matching technology is that it is applicable to receivers which output standard National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) messages. Thus the potential of the method is extensive, which can be utilized in various platforms to improve the position accuracy in the GNSS signal degrade area, especially for low-end receivers.

There have been several attempts to calculate LOS using various 2.5D surfaces (Digital Surface Model (DSM) or Digital Terrain Model (DTM)). However, all algorithms may rely greatly on the accuracy and integrity of the 2.5D/3D surfaces or models. A 3D model is a simplified version of the real world and some explicit details are omitted deliberately for various reasons. It influences the LOS analysis to some extent. Normally the model accuracy varies between meter-level to decimetre-level [1]. In this research, the shadow mask is generated with centimetre level accurate MLS cloud data instead of any existing 3D models, because we argue that the modelling accuracy degraded during 3D model reconstruction processing from point cloud.

A MLS system consists of a mobile platform, that is, a car, a laser scanner/several laser scanners, and possibly cameras. It is integrated with a georeferencing system consisting of GNSS and inertial measurement unit (IMU). It provides georeferenced 3D point cloud of a measured scene with high accuracy. With good GNSS visibility the errors of MLS point cloud are trivial. Kaartinen et al. [14] demonstrated that the elevation accuracy of commercial and research MLS systems were better than 3.5 cm up to a range of 35 m. The best system achieved a planimetric accuracy of 2.5 cm over a range of 45 m. Applications of MLS include extraction and modelling of buildings [15–19], trees [18, 20–23], pole detection [21, 24–28] and ground and road surface [18, 29–31], and change detection in fluvial environments [32]. Also, Nokia HERE (previously Navteq) True Cars and Google Street View Cars are collecting large data sets; however, no research based on those data sets is released to the public yet.

Processing of MLS data is a relatively new field of science. One of the major disadvantages of the MLS is the limited number of software applications capable of processing the huge amount of data. Current systems can provide a scanning rate of more than 1 Mpts/s. Thus, efficient processing techniques are needed especially when working with raw mobile laser scanning data.

In this paper, a novel solution for GNSS LOS analysis is demonstrated to generate the GNSS shadow mask using MLS point cloud data. The solution includes (1) removal of noise points, (2) removal of points coming from objects that do not interfere with GNSS, such as wires and poles, and determining the objects only attenuating the RF signal, and (3) the highest point extraction and the angle calculation for shadow mask generation. The following section explains why point cloud but not 3D models is utilized for shadow mask generation; Section 3 summarizes the processing algorithms for MLS data, followed by introduction of field tests for the research. Then, we discuss the experimental results and analyse them in detail. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future improvements are discussed.

2. Why Point Cloud Rather Than 3D Models

A 3D model is a simplified version of the real world. In order to distinct the difference between dense point cloud and 3D model, the following part is a brief introduction about the procedure of 3D model reconstruction from point cloud. The reconstruction of 3D models of a scene is a complicated process. The universal point cloud processing methods to automatically generate 3D models are still not available. The dedicated modelling methods for different objects are diverse as aforementioned in introduction [15–33]. However, in general, the processing chain includes the following steps as Figure 1 presented: (i) noise point filtering/reduction from the georeferenced point cloud; (ii) object classification: grounds, buildings, roads, trees, and other street furniture such as traffic signs and fences; (iii) building reconstruction by planar detection, edge generalization from zigzagged point cloud to extract the outline of a plane (roof or facade), constrained right-angle processing for all edges; (iv) foreign objects filtering, such as the hanging objects and the plants to minimize the size and complexity of the generated 3D model; (v) meshing or triangulating the building geometry; (vi) texture mapping: project rectified images onto building roofs and facades. With proposed method, shadow mask is available without a specific and detailed 3D city model but raw point cloud, which will save excessive labour cost and system investment.

Compared to original point cloud, it is possible that the accuracy degrades during the model reconstruction in each aforementioned step. Figure 2 shows an example as part of the model reconstruction. As it can be observed, the edges in unorganized point cloud are jagged. The outline extraction from a planar roof points is the process of generalization. Usually, after 3D model reconstruction, an evaluation is necessary to check which accuracy level has been achieved when compared to the original point cloud. Therefore, when using 3D models for shadow matching, there are several issues that needed to be considered: (i) what kind of data sources has been used for 3D model generation; (ii) what kind of method has been used for the 3D model reconstruction; (iii) what kind of accuracy level has been achieved in the resulting 3D models. This paper will not extend these topics too far because they are beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is clear that when the 3D models are reconstructed, the loss of the accuracy is inevitable.

The point cloud data quality of the adopted MLS platform was already analysed in Kaartinen et al. [14], there was no need to analyse further the point cloud quality and better than 5 cm accuracy of the data is guaranteed in the whole experiment, which is more accurate than most available 3D models. A potential application for such technology is that it can utilize the point cloud generated by the LiDAR sensor equipped by autonomous driving car in near future.

In this research, we investigate the feasibility of utilizing point cloud collecting by MLS platform to generate the shadow mask by removing the objects which only attenuating the GNSS signal. The enhancement comparison between the proposed method and other will be discussed future, if a centimetre level accurate 3D model of the investigated area
is available. Besides, the performance enhancement is a comprehensive result affected by geometry of GNSS constellation, selected GNSS receivers, and the adopted algorithm (such as particle filter and optimized visibility scoring scheme [4]).

3. Methodology and Algorithm

As Figure 3 illustrating a typical shadow matching scenario in the city canyon, assuming the distance between the pedestrian and the building is $d$, the height of the building in 3D model is $H'$ against its truth $H$; the error $E$ introduced by the inaccuracy of the model $e$ (normally in several decimetres to meters level) can be calculated with

$$E = \arctg \left( \frac{d}{H} \right) - \arctg \left( \frac{d}{H'} \right) = \arctg \left( \frac{d}{H} \right) - \arctg \left( \frac{d}{H + e} \right).$$

As a result, satellites $S_2$ and $S_6$ are excluded for the positioning computation, when they actually should be used. This is because these satellites are actually in view, but the inaccuracy in the 3D model will excluded satellites $S_2$ and $S_6$ from the observed list. It implies that the less accurate 3D model might cause the shadow matching positioning not applicable in practical. It can also be concluded that this research has potential benefits to improve the positioning accuracy with shadow matching method if a more accurate 3D city model is available.

One issue that has been addressed is that, in this research, we do not utilize the existing 3D model but investigate the method to generate the GNSS shadow mask directly from 3D point cloud collected from a MLS system. 3D model is actually a simplified expression of physical environment which ignores some details on purpose, while the point cloud collected by the MLS contains the most detailed environmental object. Thus the methodology investigated in this research is to filter out the unnecessary information to generate a GNSS shadow mask as precise as possible, by considering the physical natures of the scanned environmental objects without generating a real 3D model from the point cloud.

In this research, a small-footprint phase-based laser scanner is utilized. The major reasons that phase-based model is used rather than a pulse-based version are explained in the following.

(1) Phase-based model has smaller field of view (FOV); the one utilized for this research has 0.19 mRad FOV while most pulse-based laser scanners are with several mRad FOV. Considering the 25 meters’ range, the beam diameter at exit is 2.25 mm and the maximum footprint size of the adopted phased based model is
7.3 mm, which is considerably smaller in comparison to 10–20 cm of larger FOV pulsed based scanners. To generate a point cloud as detailed as possible, the footprint should be small due to the fractional interception of laser energy by scattered objects within the laser footprint. Large footprint laser scanner will introduce more measurement error [34–38].

(2) Phase-based model has higher acquisition speed, comparing with pulsed based model; the acquisition speed of the selected model can be approximately 1 M point per second against 10–100 k of most pulse-based laser scanners. It implies that a considerable denser point cloud can be generated with a higher efficient manner, comparing with that generated by the pulse-based model. In other words, more details can be unveiled by the denser point cloud.

(3) Phase-based model has higher range resolution. In this research the range resolution is 1 mm against one to several centimetres' range resolution of most pulsed based models.

(4) Phase-based model adopts the laser with less transmission power comparing with pulsed based laser scanner. Eye safety is an issue determining the acceptance of laser scanners especially for massive civil applications.

However, the field measurements indicate that the phase-based laser scanner is more sensitive to environment factor and results in higher noise levels [38]. A noise mitigating procedure is necessary to filter out the noise measurement before calculating the shadow mask.

The data sources conducted in this research are MLS point cloud (from a FARO Focus laser scanner), trajectory data (from a NovAtel SPAN georeferenced system), GNSS data collected by a dual-frequency receiver (a NovAtel OEMV receiver), and precise satellite ephemeris downloaded from an Internet service.

MLS point cloud is a set of georeferenced points, which contain 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z) and intensity values. The research adopts ETRS-TM35FIN with GRS80 ellipsoidal height map coordinate system, in which X is pointing to the east, Y towards the north, and z-axis upwards. In this research, when we mention "the top view," it means in XY plane view.

Usually, laser scanning point cloud contains much noise as a result of failed ranging or multiple reflections when reflecting surface is smaller than the footprint of the scanning laser point, which will directly lead to wrong results. Therefore, it is comparably important to filter out the noise, and the noise reduction is the foundation of all point cloud processing. Otherwise such sparsely existing spatial noise might be recognized as the highest obstruction point in further processing. Normally the noise is present as isolated point(s) and can be detected efficiently with a spatial filter. An adaptive spatial filter (ASF) was utilized to mitigate the noise from raw laser scanning points. After noise was filtered out, we designed another ASF for detecting points coming from objects that do not interfere with GNSS, for example, the hanging power cable, flag. From a GNSS user perspective, those objects cast little GNSS shadow on the antenna of a receiver; thus, such objects do not attenuate the physical signal strength of the GNSS. However, such objects do influence the calculation of the highest obstruction angles of the scene. The ASF can also determine the objects which only attenuate the GNSS signal rather than block it, such as plantings. Next, the highest obstruction angle for each azimuth along a grid point can be calculated. Finally, the GNSS visibility map for the whole area is built with a high density two-dimensional grid, for example, with 1-meter spacing.

3.1. Noise Mitigation Processing of Raw Laser Point Cloud. The ASF for noise mitigation was developed based on the isolated distribution characteristic of the noise with the following steps.

(1) The point cloud is projected into 2D views of XY, XZ, and YZ planes.

(2) From each 2D view, we use a bivariate histogram to analyse each grid (with a grid size of 15 × 15 meters) and calculate the number of points that fall in each grid.

(3) If the number of points is less than the threshold of the filter, (150 as initialized value with current system configuration), it was considered as noise.

Because the filter is mainly for mitigating spatial noise, we refer to it as a "spatial filter." The threshold setting of the spatial filter adaptively relies on the density of the point cloud, noise distribution, the size of grid, and the scene situation. For example, when a scene contains water area or a large area of glass-made objects, noise level will be higher. Therefore, user knowledge and experience are needed for setting the threshold value.

3.2. Space Hanging Objects and Plantings Detection and Removal. Space hanging objects, for example, pipelines, powerlines, and hanging flags are ubiquitous and usually as a part of a city’s infrastructure especially in the city canyon, which cast too little GNSS shadow on the GNSS receiver, to be considered changing the visibility of the satellites. Therefore, these objects need to be removed from the scene before the calculation of the highest obstruction angle. In addition, considering the complex of the scene, for example, when a person is located under a bridge or a tunnel, the concrete structure of these objects would block the signals. In this case, the high buildings near the bridge cannot always be considered as the highest obstruction angles. Therefore, a voxel based algorithm is developed to detect the location of a view point: in open area or under a bridge or a tunnel. We assume a voxel with a size of 5 × 5 × 5 meters. We put this voxel centred at the view point and the bottom from 2 meters height above ground. The points inside the voxel can be analysed according to the number and the density of the points. When the number and the density of the points are greater than the thresholds, it is accepted as the bridge or tunnel points.
Whole object (bridge or tunnel) can be detected by applying region grow method. We analyse the neighbouring points of each candidate for the highest point. If the number of points around the candidate has an ignorable change in vertical direction, we consider it as an object hanging in the air and it is therefore removed. Poles and wires can also be removed by other specific algorithms, such as [25] for poles and [33] for wires.

The highest points generated by the plantings have its unique sparse pattern against the linear sky line generated by regular buildings when we project it into the top view as Figure 12(c) presents. It can be easily detected and removed with a two-dimensional spatial filter.

3.3. The Highest Point Extraction and the Highest Obstruction Angle Calculation. After the noise and space hanging object detection and removal, for each grid point, the GNSS shadow map of the scene can be evaluated by choosing the point cloud within a radius of 25 meters 2D-distance from the grid point. A low building close to the user might yield to larger elevation angle than a high building far away. 25 meters is a compromise and empirical value between the computational complexity and performance and the total number of point cloud within the radius is approximate hundreds of million based on current system setup. In a city canyon, the heights of buildings vary from 5 meters to over 100 meters. The threshold for the 3D distance from grid point is usually difficult to be defined. Therefore, it is more accurate to define a scene by choosing a 2D distance from a grid point.

We set each grid point as Grid \( P \) whereas the scene points with 25 meters or less 2D-distance from Grid \( P \) are designated as Scene \( P \). A grid point Grid \( P \) stands for a pedestrian standing in this position whereas the range of the scene points represents a visual area in the position of Grid \( P \). Grid \( P \) is calculated based on trajectory data collected by NovAtel SPAN, and about 1.4 meters from ground surface. Figure 4 gives an example of the relationship between a grid point and its visual area in the 3D view and in the top view. In order to demonstrate the obstruction of a scene in terms of the highest points, from a top view of the Scene \( P \), the Scene \( P \) is divided into 360 sectors from the grid point at Grid \( P \). Each sector is 1°.

After the highest points of the surrounding scene of each grid point have been obtained, elevation angle of the highest point with respect to the vertical direction is calculated. Figure 5 shows the definitions of the vertical angle. The red dot is the grid point while the green dot shows one highest point surrounding in a scene. Grid \( P_i \) is the \( i \)th grid point. Scene \( P_{ij} \) presents the highest point of \( j \)th degree of azimuth of the surrounding scene of the \( i \)th grid point. \( \alpha \) represents the elevation angle of the point "Scene \( P_{ij} \)" with respect to the vertical direction.

The angles are calculated as follows:

\[
\alpha = \arcsin \frac{Z_{\text{Scene}P_{ij}} - Z_{\text{Grid}P_i}}{\rho}, \tag{2}
\]

where "\( Z_{\text{Scene}P_{ij}} \)" and "\( Z_{\text{Grid}P_i} \)" are the \( z \)-axis coordinates of the point "Scene \( P_{ij} \)" and the point "Grid \( P_i \)" respectively; "\( \rho \)" stands for the 3D distance between the point "Scene \( P_{ij} \)" and the point "Grid \( P_i \)".

3.4. The GNSS Shadow Mask. Based on the elevation angle of each azimuth, the sky plot of GNSS shadow mask of each grid can be drawn. Figure 6 presents one example of azimuth-elevation pairs in a sky plot in a test field, where the red circles stand for Space Vehicle's (SV)/GNSS satellites' positions based on the ephemeris data and with corresponding satellite ID the blue line stands for the boundary of the GNSS shadow extracted from the MLS data with the above-mentioned ASF applied. GNSS satellites with elevation angles below the determined boundary were blocked by the buildings from the GNSS users' perspective. Therefore, the GNSS shadow mask of each grid extracted from the MLS became a useful information for positioning. Such spatial information could be utilized by the GNSS shadow matching methodology to enhance the positioning accuracy.

3.5. Two Scenarios for Investigation. In this research, two special scenarios of the city canyon are investigated besides typical scenario: the first is scenario with hanging objects such as flags and cables as Figure 7(a) presents and Figure 7(b) presents the city canyon with plantings which might attenuate the GNSS RF signal but not block it. It is well known that the GNSS observability along the canyon direction is better than the cross direction due to the topography of the city canyon. However, if there are some hanging objects like power cables, hanging lights, and flags that exist, it might be processed as the highest obstruction point in the along canyon direction which might redefine, in most cases narrow down, the boundary of the GNSS shadow mask. Thus an adaptive spatial filter needs to be designed to filter out the hanging objects in the point cloud. We name such hanging objects cases as "CASE I" in the following context. The same consequence occurs if there are some plantings existing nearby as Figure 7(b) presents. When the plantings are close to the observing point, the highest obstruction point introduced from the point cloud of the plantings might also redefine the GNSS shadow mask. Thus another ASF should be designed to deal with the case. Such scenario is named as "CASE II" in the following research.

4. MLS Data Collection

MLS data used for the experiment were collected by ROAMER mobile mapping system developed by the Finnish Geospatial Research Institute (FGI) as Figure 8 presents, in Tapiola shopping centre area, Espoo, Finland, which is a 300-by-300-meter area with buildings of varying size and height [39]. The MLS system can be applied to different platforms, that is, car, trolley, and boat and also for personal backpack [40]. The effective range of ROAMER was 78 meters and the scanning rate could reach approximate 1 M/s. With regard to the experiment, the system employed a trolley as a platform to collect data to enter also pedestrian alleys at speed of about 1 m/s.
5. Results and Discussions

Figure 9 illustrates the effectiveness of the ASF for noise mitigation. The red dots present the noise measurements within the MLS collected point cloud. Most of the sparse noise hanging in space has been filtered out with the filter. The resulting filtered point cloud was used for the highest point extraction.

Figure 10 shows the detection of the highest points by removing the cable-like objects. The black dots are the highest points of each azimuth in one scene, and the red point in the figure stands for a grid point. The colours in the figure indicate height. From the figure, it can be observed that all space hanging objects in the scene are detected and removed.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the highest point extraction with Figure 11(a) and without Figure 11(b) the space hanging objects. Without adapting the spatial filter, many of the extracted mask points are located on three hanging cables between two buildings in the scene. Cables are detected and deleted with the ASF from the highest points, list as Figure 11(b) shows. The difference is more obvious when we project all highest point to XY plane,
as Figures 11(c) and 11(d) present. Figure 11(e) shows the difference of the two GNSS shadow masks. The blue circle line depicts the boundary of shadow with the spatial filter, which has much lower elevation angle in the cross canyon (north-south) direction in comparison to the red star line which is drawn based on the unfiltered data. From the red star line, we can perceive that there are three cables existing in the observed area and there are two dents in the red circle between 50° to 55° and −135° to −140°; it is identified to be two lights hung on power cables for illustration in Tapiola. We can observe that the design ASF can correctly filter out the hanging objects and generate the GNSS shadow mask which is more precise in depicting the GNSS visibility in city canyon environments for CASE I scenario.

Figure 12 presents the effectiveness of the design ASF for CASE II scenario in city canyon. As Figures 12(a) and 12(c) shown, all sparse distributed highest points introduced by the plantings have been filtered out and a more clear GNSS mask is generated in Figures 12(b) and 12(d). By comparing the GNSS shadow masks generated with the method with and without ASF, some conclusions can be drawn: (1) the proposed ASF can correctly filter out the highest point generated by the nearby plantings; (2) the signal attenuated
Figure 11: (a) Highest points extraction without ASF, (b) highest points extraction with ASF, (c) top view of the extracted highest points in XY plane without ASF, (d) top view of the extracted highest points in XY plane with ASF GNSS, and (e) shadow mask sky plot generated by the methods with and without ASF in CASE I.
Figure 12: (a) Highest points extraction without ASF, (b) highest points extraction with ASF, (c) top view of the extracted highest points in $XY$ plane without ASF, (d) top view of the extracted highest points in $XY$ plane with ASF GNSS, and (e) shadow mask sky plots generated by the methods with and without ASF in CASE II.
by the planting can also be utilized as a special signal of opportunity (SOP) for positioning to improve the location accuracy: because the attenuation introduced by trunk or foliage should be lower comparing the attenuation caused by buildings resulting in lower SNR GNSS signal.

6. Conclusion

By analysing the MLS point cloud data and by applying developed ASF, it is concluded that MLS data can be used to extract GNSS shadow masks after a series of appropriate processing steps to filter out the hanging objects and the plantings. Since the seamless MLS point cloud data has centimetre accuracy, the extracted GNSS shadow mask is more precise, compared with the ones generated from traditional 3D models, where the model error is several decimetres [1] or even higher. Since point cloud from city and roadside areas are collected by large geospatial data providers with mobile mapping and laser scanning technology, such as Nokia HERE and Google, who are also the major players in the fields of positioning and navigation, there are possibilities to implement the presented methods for the benefit of GNSS users in city environments.

In future research, we will generate a dense two-dimensional grid with 1-meter spacing GNSS shadow mask database for testing GNSS shadow matching to enhance the position accuracy in city canyons. As far as we know, it would be the most detailed and dense database with centimetre level accuracy. More specific field tests are planned to be conducted in the test area to evaluate its improvement of pedestrian navigation applications by comparing the performance between the MLS method and the 3D city models for the elevation mask determination. We also aim to analyse the attenuation introduced by trunk and foliage on GNSS signals to investigate a more precise GNSS shadow matching algorithm in city canyon environments that takes into account city plants.
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